FLOOR PLATFORM INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

1. PLACE 2.25" THICK WOOD SPACERS PROVIDED WITH LIFTHOOD (ITEM 12) IN THE FINAL LOCATION OF THE PLATFORM.
2. PLACE PLATFORM ON SPACERS ENSURING THE SPACERS DO NOT INTERFERE WITH HOLES IN THE PLATFORM.
3. PLACE TYPICAL PLATFORM ASSEMBLY (ITEM 3) AND 2000 LBS TO ASSEMBLY TO ENSURE EQUIPMENT IS SECURED TO MOUNTING PLATFORM.
4. ADD LIFTHOOD TO PLATFORM WITH HARDWARE (ITEM 13) AND SECURE.
5. REMOVE WOOD SPACERS PROVIDED (ITEM 12) ON FLOOR IN INDICATED LOCATIONS.
6. PLACE STACK ISOLATORS ON TO BASEPLATE.
7. ADJUST LIFTHOOD TO LEVEL PLATFORM WITH WEDGE MOUNTS.

1. REMOVE WOOD SPACERS NOW READY FOR TOOL TO COMPLETE.
2. SET UP OPTIMIZATION AND MEASUREMENT OF STACK SYSTEM.
3. DO NOT CONNECT CABLES TO ISOLATED INSTRUMENT UNIT.
4. FINAL LEVEL MEASUREMENT IS COMPLETE.

WOOD SPACER

3.5" H 3.5" W
CUT TO 2.25" THICK